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Summary 

• How does the light reach the detector

• Noise sources

• Photometry/imaging

• Spectroscopy

• How to have a successful run



Observing  
or   

Calibrating? 

We measure a voltage at the output of a 
detector

But we want flux from an astronomical  object 
(or position in the sky) in a defined wavelength 
range. 









Seeing 

Speckle image Shack-Hartmann image



Atmospheric refraction 

At  z=60o the difference between the apparent and actual position is ~1 arc minute 

Refraction is larger in the 

blue than the red so a 

point source becomes a 

short spectrum at a large 

zenith angle 

It is sometimes corrected 

with and atmospheric 

dispersion corrector 



VIMOS Optics



FORS and VIMOS: big instruments
which move



The detector  I 

• The detector converts photons into a signal. 

Quantum efficiency of various CCDs



The detector  II 

Detectors are not perfect  problems include

• Non linearity

• Fringing

• Persistence

• Dead pixels

• etc 

I-band image showing fringing



Total Transmission

30% of  the  

photons 

reaching the top 
of the 

atmosphere are 

detected



Noise sources :Random noise

• photon shot noise

√ no. detected photons

• Detector noise 

• Background noise

√ no. detected background photons



Noise sources: Systematic  
effects 

If these can be calibrated they can be reduced 
or removed.

Systematic effects limit  the maximum S/N 

The observing strategy determines the level to 
which the systematic effects can be reduced. 
Higher S/N  requires  more calibration



Removing  the Systematic  
effects 

In most cases the aim is to observe a calibrated 
source  and the target source  in exactly the 
same way

This requires a few absolutely calibrated 
standards. To make flux standard requires

• comparison with calibrated furnaces

• Models 



Absolute calibration

Current precision 
is

1 to 3% between

The visible and 
mid IR



Main systematic effects:
Bias and Dark

Bias- DC offset to bring

output Voltage into 
range 

Dark- long exposure 

with no illumination



Systematic effect: Imaging Flat field
Aim is normalise the 

response of each pixel

• small scale errors

dominated by shot 
noise

On Large scale errors

dominated by scattered

light and  image 
distortion



Systematic effect: Sky subtraction 

Detected signal is a combination of sky and source



Sky subtraction in the visible
Typically source brightness ~ background

Replies on flat fielding  image and measuring the sky  
near the source

Integrate flux in inner circle to get 

flux from the source and sky. 

Need to make the circle small to 

minimise the amount of sky  

Integrate flux from the outer  ring 

to get flux from sky . A median 

filter can be used to remove 

sources in the sky ring

In crowded fields use PSF fitting



Sky subtraction  in near IR
Source brightness< background

Although the sky has 

been subtracted the 

noise is still there 

√ no. of sky photons



Sky subtraction Mid IR
Source brightness<<< Background



Selecting an observing strategy

Science case gives 

– Magnitude of the sources

– Required S/N

– Spectral resolution

– Wavelength range

– Number of sources to be measured/area of sky to 
be covered

– Image quality



Imaging/Photometry 

Absolute photometry – few objects over whole 
sky

limitation – for S/N>100,  atmosphere or  flexure

Differential  photometry 

– Photometry of clusters 

• Limitation  within the field -Flat field accuracy 

– Rapid photometry 

• Limitation - photons 



Optimising a Photometric 
observation

Maximise the time on the science sources whilst 
minimising the time calibrating. 

Make best use of the observing conditions.

If there is light cloud do not try absolute 
photometry, but relative photometry within 
the field is still possible 



ESO visible  imagers 
Telescope FOV filters Image 

quality

Omega 

cam

VST 2.5m 60x60 

arcmin

Broad 

band

0.7” surveys

FORS VLT 8m 7x7 arcmin Broad+nar

row band

0.3” Red or blue 

camera

VIMOS VLT 8m 4x  8x7 

arcmin

Broad 

band 

0.5”



ESO IR  imagers 

Telescope wavelength FOV comment

SOFI NTT-3.5m 1-2.5µm 290” General

VIRCAM VISTA-4m 1-2.5 µm 0.6deg2 survey

ISAAC VLT-8m 1-5 µm 152” General

CONICA VLT-8m 1-5 µm 90” AO

HAWK-I VLT-8m 1-2.5 µm 360” Wide field

VISIR VLT-8m 8-20 µm 32 “ Mid IR



Spectroscopy  

Wavelength

calibration
Flat field

Calibrations for 

spectroscopy

Bias                 Darks



Spectroscopy 
Advantage of  higher resolution 

– more detail in the spectra

– can get between atmospheric

lines 

Disadvantage

– More pixels for the same wavelength coverage

• Many objects with a short  wavelength coverage

• Few objects with a large wavelength coverage

– Loss of sensitivity  on  continuum sources 

Increase the resolution by a factor 10 decreases 
the limiting magnitude by 1.25 to 2.5 magnitudes 
in the same time 



Long slit and slit MOS

Visible VIMOS  or  FORS

– Resolutions 200 to 2500

– Multiplex  up to 800  

IR long slit only

ISAAC (VLT)

SOFI  (NTT)

Conica (VLT AO)

CRIRES  (VLT AO)

VISIR  (VLT mid IR) 



Target acquisition with a slit 
MOS

Take pre image of 
field

Identify sources 
and two reference 
stars

Cuts slits where the 
sources are and 

apertures where 
reference stars are 
in the focal plane 



Fibre fed MOS- Flames

132 fibres

25 arc min 

diameter 

patrol area

R=7000 to 

30000



Defining a Flames set up



Integral Field Spectroscopy
Visible 

VIMOS FOV from 13”  to 52”

MUSE for next year

FOV 60” or  15”AO corrected

Flames Argus - 11”x7”

Near IR

Sinfoni AO corrected  FOV 2.5 to 8”

KMOS  24  deployable IFU each with a FOV of 2.8”



Cross dispersed Eschelles
• Few simultaneous objects 

• Large wavelength coverage

UVES  300nm to 1000nm

R=80000

Xshooter 300 nm to 2500nm

R=5000-10000

Harps   378nm to 691nm

R=115000



Measuring Velocities

Slit based system can 

measure the position of  a 

line to about 10% of the 

resolution

At R=10000 the velocity 

resolution is 3 km s-1

The limitation is the position 

of the object in the slit. 
Source  at  three 

positions  across the 

entrance slit



Measuring Velocities: how to 
achieve < 1ms-1

Use fibres to scramble the incoming light 

Make sure the instrument does not move

Put the spectrometer in a vacuum  so air pressure 

changes do not affect the results

Temperature stabilise the instrument  

Measure a lot of stellar lines at high S/N

Etc  



Improving the wavelength 
calibration 

Harps laser comb spectrum

Standard lamp spectrum



How to have a successful run: 
before arriving

Make sure you know where the observatory is 

Make sure the sources are visible on the observing dates, 
and from the telescope you are going to use

Have sources for the whole night

Identify the calibrations

Prepare finding charts so you can recognise the field



before arriving II

Try and find out the best way to use the instrument , if 
necessary contact the support staff.  This can have a 
major impact on the overheads and accuracy of the 
results

Read the latest news on the instrument 

Make sure the observatory know exactly the set up you 
require. In particular if it is different to the proposal.



Before arriving III
Have the correct cloths and shoes. Observatories can be 

very cold

Take lip cream as most sites are very dry and any other 
medicines. The nearest pharmacy my be 100 km away



Arriving at the telescope
Contact your support as soon as possible and discuss 

what you want to do 

Make sure you know the contact numbers you may need 
during the night  if there are problems

Having a good  relationship with  the support staff can be 
very important so do not treat them as idiots.  

Take initial calibration data , e.g bias or flats to get some 
experience with the system 



At the start of the night
Check the telescope and instrument are ready

• Check there are no cables attached to the telescope 
and it is free to move

• Check the dome lights are off  

• Check the dome is open

• Check there  are no tourists in the dome 

Check the weather –clouds, wind speed, humidity etc.  
you need to monitor the weather during the night 

Be ready for the sky flats in plenty of time 



At the start of the night
As soon as it is dark enough check the focus of the 

telescope and instrument.

Take the initial standards and check the source counts



During the night 
Follow the calibration plan. If you cannot calibrate the data it is a 

waste of time  

Check the data coming off the instrument 

Check the weather and observing conditions regularly , 

Go out side and have a look at the sky, do not stay all night in the 
control room 

Try and observer the objects when they are high in the sky. 

Do not let the telescope go near the end stops as it can take a long 
time to recover  



After the run
Remember to take a copy of all of the necessary data 

Fill out the feedback form 



And Finally 
Observing requires a lot of patience

• The journey to the observatory can take days

• The weather can be bad and you cannot open

• Telescopes and instruments are prototypes with 
thousands of components so there will be failures

• The observations may require hours of integration with 
little happening 

But observing can be fun so enjoy 
yourselves


